Year 11 Holiday homework + equipment

To be completed by the first lesson back in 2014
Textbook and equipment – please make sure you buy these during the holidays if
you do not already have them:

• NEW textbook AND digital toolkit for the NEW study design
  Printed book and digital bundle titled: Viscomm, A guide to visual
  communication design VCE units 1-4
  Authors: Jacinta Patterson & Joanne Saville
  Published by Cambridge University Press $69.95
  Title&a=viewTitle&bid=301236#.ULKOKY7N-20]
• Celco 4 piece geometry set (includes set squares), available from
  Officeworks ($4.15) or
  Safeway ($3.75)
• A3 visual diary/plastic pocket folder
• 2B greylead pencils x 2
• A4 plastic pocket folder

Holiday homework tasks
• Inside front page of visual diary
• 1 page showing different labelled materials (these can be images of
  materials or actual materials stuck in)
  (paper, card, wood, glass, metal, clay, stone, plastic, textile)
• 1 page showing different labelled methods
  (drawing, printing, photography, photocopy, computer, 3D process)
• 1 page of different labelled media
  (pencil, paint, ink, dye marker, pastel, crayon, digital information, glue)
• 6 observational drawings (at least half a page in size) of an object from
  each of the categories below:
  - organic (plant/natural environment)
  - household object
  - electronic
  - liquid
  - human
  - clothing
Use as many different media as possible. All drawings must be rendered
using form, tone and texture.